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Abstract

This paper surveys the way in which Empirical Modelling (EM) principles and tools have been deployed for a variety of different kinds of visualisation. The illustrative examples referred to in the paper are displayed in Figure 1. They relate to three principal themes: visualising affect, visualisation in support of cognition, and mathematical visualisation. These are representative of various different ways in which EM can be exploited, in each of which visualisation plays a central role.

Figure 1: Examples of visualisations generated using EM principles and tools

1. Introduction

Empirical Modelling (EM) has been developed as a new conceptual framework for computing (see the EM website [22]). This conceptual framework is motivated by a shift in emphasis in computer use that has taken place over the fifty years since the first high-level programming languages were developed. Whilst the significant uses of the computer as a classical computational device continue to flourish and expand, the use of computer-related technology as a means of generating experiences, in which computer-supported visualisation has a central role, points to potential of a quite different kind. And though visualisation in the scientific domain may relate to formal representations and processes that can be regarded as well-suited to abstract computational interpretation, other forms of computer-assisted visualisation – such as are prominent in recreational applications of computing in digital photography and
video, and in the emerging field of humanities computing – demand altogether different semantic priorities. Whereas the relationship between interaction with the computer and human interpretation in traditional calculation is preconceived and precise, meanings can be more subjective and emergent in modern interactions with computers, as in the engagement between artists and their media and instruments, and between experimental scientists and unfamiliar phenomena [13].

---

## DoNaLD: a ‘definitive notation’

that supports 2D line-drawing

```plaintext
%% donald
## DoNaLD: a 'definitive notation'
## that supports 2D line-drawing

```openshape``` cabinet

```within``` cabinet {
```int``` width, length
# the size of the filing cabinet
```point``` NW, NE, SW, SE
# the 4 corners of the cabinet
```line``` N, S, E, W
# the 4 edges of the cabinet

N = [NW, NE]
S = [SW, SE]
W = [NW, SW]
E = [NE, SE]

width, length = 300, 300

SW = {600, 200}
SE = SW + {width, 0}
# the other 3 corners are...
NW = SW + {0, length}
# ... relative to SW corner
NE = NW + {width, 0}

### cabinet/drawer ###

```openshape``` drawer
# the filing cabinet has a drawer

```within``` drawer ( {
```real``` open
# 1 = open; 0 = close
```real``` length
# the length of the drawer
```line``` N, S, W, E
# the 4 edges of the drawer

length = ~/length * open
open = 1.0
# the drawer is open initially
N = [~/NW + {0, length},
    ~NE + {0, length}]
S = [~/NW, ~NE]
W = [~/NW + {0, length}, ~NW]
E = [~/NE + {0, length}, ~NE]
}
)

```within``` led ( {
```int``` digit

```point``` p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, p6
# 6 points
```line``` l1, l2, l3, l4, l5, l6, l7
# 7 segments

```boolean``` on1, on2, on3, on4, on5, on6, on7
# status of the 7 segments

digit = 8
# initially display all segments

p1 = (100, 800)
p2 = (100, 500)
p3 = (100, 200)
p4 = (400, 800)
p5 = (400, 500)
p6 = (400, 200)

on1 = digit != 1 && digit != 4
on2 = digit != 0 && digit != 1 && digit != 7
on3 = digit != 1 && digit != 4 && digit != 7
on4 = (digit == 0 || digit >= 4) && digit != 7
on5 = digit == 0 || digit == 2 || digit == 6 || digit == 8
on6 = digit != 5 && digit != 6
on7 = digit != 2

l1 = if on1 then [p1, p4] else [p1, p1]
l2 = if on2 then [p2, p5] else [p2, p2]
l3 = if on3 then [p3, p6] else [p3, p3]
l4 = if on4 then [p2, p3] else [p2, p2]
l5 = if on5 then [p2, p3] else [p2, p2]
l6 = if on6 then [p4, p5] else [p4, p4]
l7 = if on7 then [p5, p6] else [p5, p5]
}
)
```

Listing 1: Families of definitions for a filing cabinet floorplan and an LED digit

In EM, files of definitions serve to specify the current state of an artefact. These definitions resemble the definitions of cells in a spreadsheet, in that each cell is associated with some external observable (such as a profit or cost), and the definitions express dependencies whereby changing the values of one observable directly affects
the values of all other dependent observables. In the principal tool that we have
developed for EM – the EDEN interpreter – definitions can express dependencies
between observables of many different kinds. For instance, Listing 1 displays the
definitions that are used to specify two line drawings that appear to be identical (as
shown in the image that appears above the listing and in the Interactive display window
in Figure 2), but that admit two quite different interpretations [5,23k].

The essential idea behind EM is that the semantics of an artefact can be expressed
informally and implicitly with reference to the family of meaningful interactions by
way of redefinitions of observables that it admits. The EM Presentation Environment
depicted in Figure 1 is an example of such an artefact. It is constructed by entering
definitions into the EDEN input window, making use of various ‘definitive (definition-
based) notations’, associated with the radio buttons in the input window, of
which %donald – whose use is illustrated in Listing 1 – is one.

Figures 3 and 4 (from [23/l]) show the EM presentation environment in use. The EDEN
input window has been hidden using the Hide tkeden button, and only a limited part of
its functionality is available via the Input box. The EDEN redefinitions embedded in the
presentation pages serve to highlight how simple interactions can draw out the two
different interpretations for the line drawing in Figure 2. In Figure 3, the observable
open which determines the extent to which the filing cabinet drawer is open, has been
set to the value 0.5 by selecting the first of the execute options on the presentation
page. The redefinition of the observable digit has been also copied to the Input box
ready for execution. In Figure 4, the observable digit has been assigned to 5, and the
width of the cabinet redefined to 250, rather than 300 (cf. Listing 1). These simple
redefinitions serve to distinguish the two possible interpretations of the visually
identical line drawings in Figure 2. The distinctive feature of such visualisation is the
representation of latent characteristic transformations that are perceived as atomic.
The most significant aspect of the EDEN environment is the open-ended scope for redefinition. In this respect, an EM artefact is quite unlike a program, where there is a preconceived repertoire of meaningful interactions and interactions outside that repertoire are prohibited by design. In EM, open-ended and exploratory interaction is actively encouraged, and it is appropriate to attempt to do things that probe the boundary of what is meaningful. Other definitions in Figure 4 illustrate this: digit is first set to 10, and the LED is then adapted to display the value of digit modulo 10.

Figure 4: Redefinitions that probe and extend the semantics of the line drawings
2. Illustrative examples of visualisation using EM principles and tools

A brief review of the visualisations gathered together in Figure 1 highlights a variety of characteristics of EM and its potential applications. This review proceeds from the top left hand corner of Figure 1 clockwise. In broad terms, the visualisations displayed address subjects that are progressively more amenable to formal objective treatment. All may be viewed as concerned with a common theme of ‘sense-making’.

The four images at the top left are extracted from a visualisation developed in an attempt to express something of the author’s subjective response to Schubert’s famous setting of Goethe’s ballad Erkönig [16,17]. The first of these visualisations (here annotated with text) can be interpreted as a map of the song, made up of different layers. These layers lay out the metrical structure of the song, the roles of the different characters in the ballad that are to be played by the singer, the distinctive musical elements that feature in the accompaniment and the underlying harmonic texture.

The colours that are used to depict the harmony in the colour ribbon at the bottom of the above map are modelled by a visualisation of the cycle of keys, linked by dependency to a colourwheel. This visualisation applies to any classical tonal composition, and can also be exercised independently of the specific Erkönig model.
A distinctive feature of Schubert’s musical idiom is a predisposition to using tonic major and minor tonalities in close juxtaposition. This characteristic is represented in Erlkönig in a highly dramatic way, whereby harmonic analysis indicates a conflation of tonic major-minor in certain passages. This type of treatment of tonality cannot be satisfactorily represented by conventional use of the cycle of keys. This motivated experimentation with two kinds of visualisation. One of these involved modifying the cycle of keys so as to reflect a much more direct connection between tonic major and minor, the other (adopted in the final model) a physical distortion of the cycle of keys that is deemed to take effect dynamically as the harmonic ambiguity arises in the song.

The visualisations developed in conjunction with this study of Erlkönig illustrate several features of EM application. The use of families of definitions is well-suited to supporting the intimate association between human activity, as in the crafting of the map and the experimentation in the representation of major-minor conflation, and computer activity, as in the automatic maintenance of relationships between internal values and their visual representations. Other significant features are: the use of a special-purpose definitive notation, originally developed with the representation of group-graphs, also known as Cayley Diagrams, in mind (in the cycle of keys); the highly subjective and open-ended nature of certain aspects of the model (such as the choice of colours in the colourwheel, and the interpretation of the harmonic idiom); the way in which static and dynamic aspects of the visualisation are blended (as when synchronising the transformation of the cycle of keys with a performance of the song).
The four images at the top right of Figure 1 are broadly concerned with visualisation that serves a cognitive function. The first of these images was developed by Charles Care, who used EM principles and tools to construct several models of planimeters – analogue scientific instruments widely used prior to the advent of computers for measuring area [21]. (For details, see planimeterCare2005 in the EM archive [23a].)

An important feature of Care’s model is the way in which relationships between physical observables that are maintained in the actual device by mechanical linkages can be faithfully represented using dependencies. This made it possible to construct the visualisation of the planimeter in a way that reflected Care’s emerging understanding of how the component mechanisms worked in isolation and contributed to the functionality of the complete device. The close connection established in this way between the virtual and the actual device proved to be helpful not only in enabling Care to use planimeters in the Science Museum without the assistance of a curator, but also in disclosing issues concerning their design (e.g. in respect of sensitivity to errors in manual tracing of areas) that would not normally be exposed through a virtual construction.

Another example of the application of EM principles and tools to support a cognitive analysis is represented in a visualisation developed to express the nature of the perception and intelligence that is needed to be able to play even such a simple game as noughts-and-crosses [8, 23b]. The visualisation itself is built up layer-by-layer in a manner that – it may be surmised – reflects the way in which ability to play noughts-and-crosses relies on progressively more sophisticated capacities for observation and interpretation, ranging from a simple ability to perceive and interpret spatial
configurations of lines and symbols to knowledge of game playing conventions and strategies. A significant consequence of building up families of definitions to describe a visualisation in an incremental fashion is that each extension inherits pre-existing redefinitions. In the model of noughts-and-crosses, this means that actions such as modifying the winning lines, directly changing the configuration of noughts and crosses on the board, or revising the conventions that determine when the game is won and whose turn it is to play etc remain at all times open to the model maker. In this way, the visualisation can be seen as simultaneously supporting the roles of many agents, such as game observers, designers and players, both manual and automated.

The importance of visualisation in supporting design has been remarked by Harel [27]. The technique that he developed to address this issue, the statechart [26], is now a standard ingredient of the Unified Modelling Language (UML). The visualisations of the current state and status of a digital watch depicted below incorporate a statechart devised by Harel to represent the display modes of typical digital watch [25]:
A variant of Harel’s statechart appears explicitly in the visualisation on the left [23c]. The family of definitions used to specify this was adapted by Chris Roe (cf. [12]) in the visualisation on the right [23d] in order to convey his more informal understanding of how the modes of his personal digital watch were configured. Harel’s motivation for devising statecharts was that they were capable of succinctly expressing much richer state relationships than could be apprehended by inspecting the equivalent finite state machine diagram. Though families of definitions do not admit such direct visual representation of states and transitions as statecharts, they have much greater expressive power as a means for representing state. This can be gauged from the fact the digital watch visualisations require no more than a few hundred definitions and that these subsume Harel’s statechart specification of modes for the watch interface alongside a visual representation of the state of the actual watch, together with an “old-fashioned” analogue clock, and embrace a far more comprehensive model of the mechanisms of the watch that takes full account of its functionality. Families of definitions are also amenable to a limited form of visual representation using dependency graphs. For instance, the graph below, drawn using Wong’s Dependency Modelling Tool [36], depicts the structure of a representative subset of the dependencies underlying the Erlkönig model discussed above.
The previous visualisations have been primarily concerned with the perspective of an individual observer. The use of definitions for visualisation lends itself to another kind of activity, in which the primary goal is to reconcile the perspectives of many different individual observers from the point of view of a putative objective external observer. The images below, taken from two different models relating to railway operation in the vicinity of the Clayton Tunnel on the occasion of a serious accident that took place in August 1861, illustrate some of this potential.

**An accident at the Clayton Tunnel August 1861**

The cluster of six images on the left hand side above comprises screenshots taken from a distributed model [23e] in which each separate image reflects the viewpoint of one of the railway personnel. The largest of these images depicts what can be construed as a global view of the current state. This distributed model has been exercised using a small team of school-children, each child seated at a different workstation, and playing the role of a signalman or driver (the role of signalman Killick being divided into two separate parts for this purpose). The two images on the right are snapshots from another model [23f], in which there is a more visually realistic representation of Killick’s views from his signal box. The contrast between the two styles of visualisations is instructive. Though we might suppose that the more visually realistic model better conveys the current state of affairs as viewed by Killick, this is not in every respect a justified supposition. Whilst the two dimensional visualisation does not convey any sense of what is involved in looking out in different directions from the signal box, and has a crude representation of train visibility – whereby a train disappears from view the moment it enters the tunnel, it may (for instance) be better able to express the idea that Killick has in his mind expectations about where the next train to pass through the tunnel is currently located, even though the train is not yet visible from the box (cf. [14, 10]).

The final cluster of four images, in the bottom left hand corner of Figure 1, is associated with visualising abstract mathematical relationships of various kinds. Viewed in clockwise order from the top left, they comprise two visualisations developed in connection with mathematical research [6], a visualisation developed to explain 3D to 2D projection mapping, and a visual aid to Sudoku solving.
The top left image in the bottom left cluster [23g] depicts a configuration of 4 lines, together with three different geometric representations of the combinatorial pattern exhibited by their intersection. This pattern, which is interpreted as expressing the permutation \((14)(23)\) as a product of transpositions, depends on the intervals between the endpoints of the lines as specified by the ratios \(a_{12}:a_{23}:a_{34}\) and \(b_{12}:b_{23}:b_{34}\).
By enriching the family of definitions used to define the configuration of lines, the internal structure and significance of the associated dependencies can be revealed, as in the enhanced visualisation above [35]. An extract from the original family of definitions is shown in the top right corner of the enhanced visualisation. This exploits observables with relatively complex interpretations as predicates. For instance, the observable $z_{123}$ has the value 1 if the line 1 crosses line 2 before line 2 crosses line 3 in left-to-right order. New definitions are introduced to maintain a dependency such that the truth of this predicate is asserted as and when the observable $z_{123}$ has the value 1. A particularly interesting feature of using families of definitions as a state representation is that it is robust even when singular conditions prevail, as happens – for instance – if lines 1 and 3 cross line 2 in the same point. This is typically in contrast to the behaviour of visualisations that rely on procedural specifications, which are prone to fail catastrophically when computations return undefined values, and have no elegant means to express the notion that such values can arise as a mathematical phenomenon rather than merely stem from the limitations of arithmetic.

The lines configuration visualisation was constructed in connection with mathematical research linked to the study of combinatorially piecewise linear maps: an unusual representation for monotone Boolean expressions discovered by the author [1]. (A Boolean expression is monotone if it only uses the connectives AND and OR.) The visualisation below [23h] was developed to illustrate the connection between four different representations for monotone Boolean expressions in four variables.

The image on the right identifies a monotone Boolean expression (MBE) in four variables $x,y,z,t$ with an element of the free distributive lattice on four generators $FDL_4$. The MBE itself is identified with the prime implicants in its disjunctive normal form, as encoded in the list above the image of $FDL_4$. The specific MBE pictured in
this visualisation can be identified as \((x \text{ AND } z) \text{ OR } (x \text{ AND } t) \text{ OR } (y \text{ AND } z)\). The image at the bottom left depicts the decreasing subset of the power set of \(\{1,2,3,4\}\) defined by the zero set of this MBE. The image at the top left depicts the associated combinatorially piecewise linear map. Significant features of this visualisation are: the part-manual part-automated process that was used to convert a static computer-based visualisation of FDL4 constructed by John Buckle [20] (the first visualisation of the structure of this lattice) into a dynamic representation; the way in which the representation of combinatorially piecewise linear maps re-uses the group graph component that appears in the line configuration model, redefining its vertices to obtain a planar layout; the efficacy of dependency as a basic mechanism for dealing with the equivalence between different representations that is common in mathematics.

Using EM principles and tools to construct visualisations to support mathematical research has potential merits over other approaches. Because the construction of visualisations is semantically guided, the end result is a family of definitions of observables many of which are meaningful within the underlying domain. In principle, this makes it possible to extend and adapt models in a far more open-ended fashion in response to new insights or exploratory designs. More investment in the tools would ideally be required to exploit these advantages fully. Model building to support research is time-consuming, work-intensive and demands specialist knowledge of tools. Because of the primitive nature of the observable, dependency and agency concepts, there is no direct support for object-orientation and only limited facility for semi-automated definition. This favours the construction of visualisations that are typically subtle but small scale.

The advantages of the intimate connection between domain learning and model making are at present more easily appreciated in a teaching context. An application of EM for visualisation in teaching computer graphics [23] is shown in the image below.
In this application, the EM Presentation Environment is being used to introduce the concept of projection from 3D to 2D. The 3D line drawing of the room in the Interactive Display window is defined by applying a projection function, explicitly defined by the modeller, to map points with 3 spatial coordinates to points on the 2D display screen that can be directly represented using the built-in 2D line drawing notation (cf. Figure 2 and Listing 1). Within the presentation environment, interaction through simple redefinitions of parameters associated with the projection function serves to illustrate a wide range of properties of projection. It allows the learner to trace the exposition of 3D to 2D projection as it appears in a standard graphics textbook, such as Hearn and Baker [28] Chapter 5, complementing the static images in the textbook with animations of activities such as panning round a scene, adding construction lines to identity vanishing points, and transforming the projection function from a perspective to an orthogonal projection. The first few slides of the presentation introduce the elementary knowledge of the underlying EM tools that is needed for this purpose. These are sufficient to give a learner without specialist knowledge of EM principles and tools the means not only to exercise the standard interactions embedded in the presentation, but to carry out independent exploration.

The final example of visualisation [23], at the bottom left corner of Figure 1, makes use of colour to convey combinatorial information in Sudoku puzzle solving.
The principle behind the visualisation is simple. Following a common strategy that is used by many Sudoku solvers, there is a list of possible digits associated with each empty square in the grid, comprising digits that do not appear in the enclosing row, column or 3-by-3 region. The content of this list, rather than being recorded as a set of digits (e.g. pencilled into the square, and later refined by a deductive process of elimination), is instead reflected in a visual colour encoding of the square. To define the encoding, a different colour is assigned to each of the nine digits, and a set of digits is represented by blending the appropriate colours. The darker squares in the grid are then those for which there are fewer possibilities by the simple criterion of eliminating digits that already appear in the same row, column or region (a black square indicating that an error has been made). This can make it possible to infer the content of a square by visual inspection and colour matching – for instance identifying that the entry in the fourth square of the top row above is necessarily 9. Modelling with dependency ensures that the colours of other squares are updated when this 9 is entered into the grid. As an additional aid to solution, the RGB components used to define the colours associated with the nine digits can be controlled through manipulating the sliders in the Colour Sudoku interface. Setting the colour associated with digit 2 to white, for instance, will highlight all the squares in which 2 can possibly be entered by the naïve basic criterion for elimination. From this, it becomes immediately apparent that the ninth column is the only location in the eighth row where the digit 2 can be entered.

3. Discussion

The illustrative examples discussed above (all of which are available for download at [23]) exhibit the wide variety and scope of applications for EM principles and tools in visualisation. Virtues of the approach that are illustrated in many of these examples include extensibility, re-usability, potential for exploiting and integrating many visualisations in parallel, and means to trace the relationships that connect visual data to internal and abstract values. The use of a family of definitions for visualisation is convenient because (unlike a sequence of instructions) it admits a direct static interpretation as a set of current values for observables. It is also semantically powerful because (unlike a set of explicit values) it expresses dependencies amongst observables that can be interpreted as latent atomic transformations accessible to a variety of different state-changing agents according to their role and status. The way in which the observables, dependencies and agency associated with an EM artefact are to be interpreted is crucial in shaping its possible applications.

In a scientific context, the aspiration is for observables, dependencies and agency whose nature is rigorously prescribed. The measurable entities, the manner in which these are measured, the kind of interaction with these entities that is considered legitimate, the law-like relationships between entities that are respected in this interaction, and the way in which the effects of interactions are interpreted are ideally all well-understood and consistent with expectation and theory. In this setting, visualisation typically expresses the view of the objective observer. In the context of artistic creation, an entirely different regime for observation and interaction prevails. The significant observables are only partially preconceived, never precisely prescribed and identified, and their interrelationships emerge through skillful and experimental interaction and interpretation. Visualisation is first and foremost a personal expression – a record of what is found to be satisfying and meaningful in the
experience of the artist. Within the humanities, the subject matter is drawn from the realm of the arts, but the emphasis in modelling is upon the inter-subjective. The visual expression of entities and the relationships amongst them serves to externalise a personal understanding, and helps to expose it to the many different viewpoints and interpretations from which it can be critically evaluated. It is in this attempt to accommodate a second-person perspective that humanities helps to bridge the gap between the artist’s imagination and the scientist’s reality.

In one of the group sessions that followed the presentation of the visualisations in Figure 1 at the recent 3DVisA workshop, Hugh Denard highlighted the relationship between the epistemological stances of Science, Humanities and the Arts as a key issue in understanding the role and potential of visualisation. The following simple Venn diagram served as a visual cue for the ensuing discussion:

Denard's observation about the need in general to reconcile visualisations reflecting many different disciplinary perspectives is vividly illustrated in his research into creating virtual models of historical buildings. As remarked by Drew Baker during the discussion, there is enormous diversity and scope in the “cloud of interpretations” that is relevant to bringing intellectual transparency to the creation of such a model. The factors to be accommodated include hard physical facts, speculative scholarship subject to be challenged and revised and guesswork based on intuition and artistic licence. The need here is to bridge first-, second- and third-person perspectives in a way that draws on the arts, humanities and science.

Denard placed Empirical Modelling in the intersection between Science and the Humanities in his diagram. This is appropriate in so far as EM is deemed to involve making a model, and thereby having some referent in mind. It is apparent that such a model can take a precise mathematical form in relation to a scientific application where there is an underlying theory, but can also fulfil the role of modelling in humanities computing as identified by Willard McCarty [32] Chapter 1, where the interpretation is always evolving, and reflects the tension between objective rationalisation and subjective intuition.

In fact, EM has an even more ambitious objective: that of supporting a holistic approach that can draw upon the epistemological stances of all three disciplines [11,17]. It is helpful here to recognise that the sharp association of science and the arts with objective and subjective experience is in many respects misleading. New science
itself begins in the personal domain, and – in the view of the philosopher of science
David Gooding [24] – relies in its pre-theoretic experimental practices on the
construction of interactive artefacts (“construals”) that tacitly capture provisional and
tentative understandings. In a complementary way, the lifework of a productive artist
– despite the highly personal character of each individual creation – can be seen as
part of a higher level creative activity, in which an expressive language is being
developed that – whilst it can never admit a formal objective interpretation – is
accessible to those who become sufficiently well-acquainted with the entire oeuvre.
The distinctive feature of the more informal and primitive representational stance that
is found in art and in experimental science is that the meaning of the artefact can only
be mediated through live interaction. What potentially bring objectivity to the
interpretation of the artefact are the reliable patterns of interaction and interpretation
that develop around it.

There are many ways in which the word 'reliable' can be understood according to
context. In science, the concern is for well-defined experimental settings and
procedures, where observations and interactions predictably lead to essentially the
same outcomes. In classical computing, there is generic interaction and observation
associated with a computational device, complemented by standard encodings and
interpretative conventions to address algorithmic problem solving. In music, there are
conventions of performance that become ritualised within different traditions, and
some apparent consensus about the appropriateness of music to particular occasion
and mood. What these diverse manifestations of reliable interaction and interpretation
have in common is a promise of moment-by-moment management of personal
experience that can to a greater or lesser degree be controlled so as to become familiar.
Observation, dependency and agency are the basic ingredients of the conceptual
framework within which this shaping of experience can be ventured through EM.

Quite apart from the convergence to an ever closer correspondence with an external
referent that is characteristic of model refinement, the sculpting of reliable experience
can – and in many contexts necessarily must – take on a different character. This is
evident for instance in software development, where the term 'modelling' is routinely-
and to some extent legitimately - applied, even though there is something inherently
problematic about the idea that the preliminary fragments of a specification can be
deemed to be a model of an actual software product that emerges only after several
significant further stages of development (cf. [31] for a related discussion). In spite of
its name, EM entails something broader than model making in its strict and proper
sense. A critical examination of Listing 1, for instance, shows that the family of
definitions that purports to model the floor plan of a filing cabinet does not
accommodate the possibility of totally withdrawing the drawer, nor reflect the fact
that the dimensions of the drawer itself are independent of whether or not it is open.
What is more, if we set out to model the physical process of opening the drawer, it
becomes necessary to engage with the interpretation of redefinitions in a quite
pragmatic empirical manner – potentially considering such issues as how accurately
the motion of the drawer can be displayed on the discrete screen display, how fast an
actual filing cabinet drawer can be opened and shut, and the speed at which the
redefinitions of the drawer location can be evaluated and displayed. By such
considerations, we are led to a totally different perception of the role of the underlying
EDEN interpreter, and a new perspective from which it can no longer be viewed
merely as an abstract computational device. In this context, reliable interaction and
interpretation is concerned with the extent to which we can develop a suitable instrument for simulating the motion of a drawer.

Denard's diagram of the disciplines is a useful setting within which to interpret the way that the broad concept of "EM for visualisation" illustrated in this paper first emerged, then evolved, over the last twenty years. Such a historical account helps to give a more complete picture of what EM for visualisation entails than can be appreciated from the most accessible illustrative examples alone – which are naturally biased towards model making applications. It also provides a useful guide for a reader who wishes to explore EM itself in more detail. (Note that there is something anachronistic about referring to "EM" throughout this account, since the term was first introduced fifteen years ago.)

Since EM was initially conceived in a computer science setting, it was natural for it to be at first associated with a style of programming, so-called 'definitive programming', in which families of definitions were used to represent state [2,3]. Under this interpretation, the notions of observable, dependency and agent most naturally inherited the static objective character appropriate to a scientific framework. In this context, EM could be seen as closely resembling traditional uses of spreadsheets, and as exploiting dependency in interface design (as has been done to great effect in Amulet [33]) or in design patterns such as model-view-controller [34]. What gave a distinctive character to EM, alien to abstract computational theory, was its emphasis on the importance of the experiential human interpretation of observables, and the recognition that observables and dependencies might elude formal specification, being subject to different modes of interpretation according to the observing agent and the context for interaction (cf. [7]). This established an important connection between EM and visualisation from the first.

The broader significance of this connection only became clear when the role played by observables, dependency and agency in shaping the semantics of geometric symbols was explicitly identified in connection with a short presentation for which the digit/filing-cabinet visual pun displayed in Figure 2 was devised [5]. Though the discussions of visualisation at that time (see e.g. [6]) were framed with reference to the idea of "definitive programming" [2,3], it was already apparent that it was more appropriate to regard EM as a modelling rather than a programming activity in general [4]. The adoption of the term “Empirical Modelling” was associated with the recognition that the modelling activity was rooted in observation and experiment, and highlighted its affinity with building construals [9], where the referent itself is being conceived in the model making process. The significant connections subsequently made with William James’s Radical Empiricism [29, 15] licensed an altogether different view, in which those aspects of EM that go beyond building an artefact to reflect state-as-experienced are regarded as complex and sophisticated constructs. It is this step that gives peculiar centrality to the theme of EM for visualisation, endorsing the notion of a neutrality in representation that potentially situates EM activity at the common intersection of all three disciplines in Denard's diagram (cf. [11,17,18]). What then determines the characteristics of an EM artefact (and whether indeed it should be deemed to be a program, a model, a construal or an instrument) is the interactive and interpretative activity that comes to be associated with it. In Jamesian terms, there is no absolute distinction to be made between the experience the artefact offers to the human interpreter no matter how our interpretation of it migrates
between the different disciplines – whether we adopt the perspective of science, arts or the humanities in relation to it is a pragmatic matter of classification of experience subject only to the constraints imposed by the obligations and imperatives of sense-making. Finally – echoing an issue that was raised in our discussion of Denard’s diagram – there remains the question of how such activity relates to social studies. Following the rehabilitation of the vexed notion of so-called ‘social constructivism’ ventured by Bruno Latour in his paper “The Promises of Constructivism” [30], we are led to view the negotiation of possible kinds of agency, observables and dependencies within EM as a process of construction, for which we have recently proposed the term constructivist computing [19].
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